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HEAVY ATTACK ON NUREMBERG

GERMAN FIGHTERS UP IN GREAT STRENGTH

Once again last night, when Nuremberg was heavily attacked, the Germans used

the same tactics- as in the Berlin attack, and relied almost entirely on night

fighters and searchlights.

The crews reported that there was not a great deal of flak over Nuremberg it-

self, but there "were more fighters and searchlights than experienced pilots had

seen for some time. The struggle between the bombers and the enemy fighters went

on all along the route and still continued when our aircraft 'were on their way home.

As our crews approached the heavily defended towns of South Germany, searchlights
were switched on and scores of fighters rose to the attacks The rear-gunner of a

Lancaster, who has taken part in 54 operations and has bombed every German target
of importance, said that he had never seen so many fighters before.

A tremendous force of fighters awaited our bombers over the target itself,

’’The Germans had as many searchlights at Nuremberg as they had at Berlin," said

F/0 C.N. Hagues, of Nottingham, "and as we flew in to drop our bombs the sky above

seemed full of fighters milling around like bees. Great cones of searchlights
tried to pick us up for them, .Although we were not attacked by a fighter we were

held by the searchlights for three minutes,"

The bomb-aimer of another Lancaster, F/Sgt, C.Hudson, an Australian from

Brisbane, gave this description of the German tactics; "On every other operation
I've been on, the ground gunners concentrated on us as soon as the searchlights

succeeded in picking us up. Last night they seemed to stop firing when we were

caught in the beams. Once the searchlights had picked us up, we knew that somewhere

outside the ring of beams a night fighter was manoeuvring to attack,"

The rear-gunner of a Stirling, Sgt, L.C. Gilman, of Manchester, shot down a

Junkers 88 which attacked his aircraft twice over the target, "The second time it

came in", he said, "I gave it a long burst and saw it burst into flames and then

break up in the air. One of its wings broke off first, We were attacked by

fighters twice afterwards, once as We were making our bombing run and once as we

were leaving the target,"

Several fighters were shot down during the attack* Another Junkers 88 was

destroyed over Nuremberg and was seen to hit the ground by the rear-gunner of another

Stirling, Yet another Stirling which was attacked by three fighters at the same

time while it was over the target was severely damaged, but gave as good as it got,

its gunners destroying a Messerschmitt 110 and damaging a Messerschmitt 109; and

the Stirling’s bombs went down with deadly effect as well. One Lancaster shot down

a Messerschmitt 109 while it was on" its way to the target, and when it was over

Nuremberg this same aircraft destroyed a Junkers,

The pilot of a Halifax said there was a fair amount of flak about when he

arrived over the town, "Then somebody - I suppose one of the fighters -

a cartridge as a signal," he said, "and the gunfire died down at once. After that

the Germans just left tho defence to the searchlights and the fighters - and there

were scores of them about. Some of the crews saw as many as ten at a time* I

can’t help feeling that the Germans now know that they must muster every fighter,

every gun, every searchlight they can for the air battle of Germany,"

An American officer who flew in one of the bombers to watch the raid said he had
been very impressed by the timing and concentration of the attack, "I saw great-
fires the city", he said "and I’ve no doubt that you hit it very badly indeed#

The flak was bursting at a great height. Then it would die down and a lot of fighting
would start. I’ve never seen so many searchlights or fighters. But, as one

squadron commander said, the German defences had failed once again,"

Nuremberg is one of the German cities that the Nazis adopted and made their own*

They not only staged the party rally there but as soon as they came go power they be

gan to turn it into a modern industrial city. Large factories were built in the sub-

burbs* The M,A,N, combine has a big plant at Nuremberg which produces armoured lightning

vehicles, heavy lorries and other military transport, .Among the other factories

in the town are the Zundapp works, which manufactures motor cycles, the Neumeyer cable

works, the Conradty electrodes works and the factories - one of them

covering an area of 160,000 square metres and the otner 63,000.
The two Siemens plants produce electric motors, pumps, generators, dynamos,search~

light transformers, complete searchlights, electro-meters and other forms of electrical

equipment* Other factories in Nuremberg make aero-engine pistons, aircraft speedometers,
detonators and small arms ammunition, motor vehicle components, chemicals, a large

range .of iron, stool and nickel products. There is also an oil storage plant and a
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